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When Hannah Aldridge released her first album »Razor Wire« in 2014, she was described as 

Muscle Shoals' own Americana Princess. With the new, much anticipated album »Gold Rush« 

she's definitely claiming the throne as the Americana Queen of Muscle Shoals! 

A statement that sounds good, but to be honest - it's not really the truth, at least not the whole 

truth. 

Hannah is no longer living in Muscle Shoals. She's moved to Nashville and that's where she 

recorded »Gold Rush«. And she's not in any way a local Muscle Shoals phenomena. Hannah 

Aldridge has not only made her mark in Alabama and Tennessee. She's an international act 

and has probably played more gigs in Europe than back home in the States. 

»Gold Rush« was recorded at Creative Workshops in Nashville and produced by Jordan Dean 

and M. Allen Parker. 

The obvious southern soul-nerve omnipresent on »Razor Wire« is still there on »Gold Rush«, 

but a distinct rock edge has been added, making the 10 tracks explode with energy, sweat and 

pride. A uncompromising and confident attitude shines throughout the whole album. Hannah 

Aldridge has made a damn good album and she knows it. Take it or leave it! 

 

In literature and in songwriting, the American South is where writers go to face their fears. 

Hannah Aldridge doesn’t just dip her pen into the well of the South, the Muscle Shoals native 

embodies it. With every song, she’s facing down demons of a life once lived from substance 

abuse to failed relationships and scars from the lashes of the bible belt.  

 

“Gold Rush” is Hannah Aldridge’s second album, a follow up to her 2014 debut “Razor 

Wire.” While that album launched her career, drew the attention of music writers and sent her 

touring across the world, “Gold Rush” shows a more mature and introspective artist with 

more life experience - and music experience - under her belt.  

 

The honesty Hannah Aldridge crafts into each track is off-set by her stubborn, maybe defiant, 

nature, which gives her music a hopeful silver lining.  

 

“I start writing with ‘this is how I’m feeling and I need to talk about it.’ Doing that helps me 

sort out my own thoughts on it. My music is an introspective look at the things that happened 

in my life. It’s me trying to sort through and put feelings into words,” she said. 

 

Hannah Aldridge is the daughter of Muscle Shoals legend Walt Aldridge. An Alabama Music 

Hall of Famer, Walt Aldridge is a prolific and decorated songwriter of countless Number One 

and Top Ten hits recorded by the likes of Lou Reed, Reba McEntire, Travis Tritt, Earl 

Thomas Conley, Ricky Van Shelton, Ronnie Milsap, and Conway Twitty.  

 

Mixing her personal life and the sounds of her hometown, Hannah Aldridge’s new album also 

draws in influences from across the rock genre. Working with people with one foot in country 

music and one foot in rock, Hannah Aldridge makes a fresh kind of Southern Rock styled by 

Southern Gothic storytelling. You can hear it in “Gold Rush”’s ode to burning out, or in the 



yearning of “Burning Down Birmingham”, and anthem-for-the-lonely “No Heart Left 

Behind” – a track that is shot-through with wild riffs.  

 

Recorded at Creative Workshop in Nashville, Hannah Aldridge worked with Muscle Shoals 

writers such as Mark Naramore, Tosha Hill, Matt Johnson and Brad Crisler and artists such as 

Andrew Combs, Ashley McBryde, Don Gallardo, Ryan Beaver, and Sadler Vaden on “Gold 

Rush.” She teamed up with Jordan Dean and M. Allen Parker, who were instrumental in 

working on her new album, and finally finishing by calling on her Dad, Walt Aldridge, to 

master the record. In total, Hannah Aldridge compiled a team of distinct talents to work with 

her. With their help, Hannah Aldridge has put together a progressive, creative and memorable 

body of work. 

 

“It’s about being self-destructive,” Aldridge said of her new album. “That is the underlying 

tone. The album goes back to when I was younger, and after touching on that, to now. In 

‘Aftermath,’ the very first line is: ‘I was born in a crossfire.’ It starts from day one.” 

 

Hannah Aldridge will do a major European tour in the fall of 2017. 

1. Aftermath feat. Jordan Dean  

2. Dark Hearted Woman   

3. Burning Down Birmingham   

4. The Irony of Love   

5. Shouldn’t Hurt So Bad   

6. No Heart Left Behind   

7. Living On Lonely feat. Ryan Beaver  

8. I Know Too Much   

9. Lace  

10. Gold Rush   


